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The Gamma Factory in a nutshell 

•    
•  Accelerate and store high energy beams of Partially Stripped Ions and excite their 

atomic degrees of freedom, by laser photons to form high intensity primary beams 
of gamma rays and, in turn, secondary beams of polarised leptons, neutrinos, 
vector mesons, neutrons and radioactive ions. 

•  Provide a new, highly efficient scheme of transforming the accelerator RF power 
(selectively) to the above primary and secondary beams achieving a leap, by 
several (up to 7) orders of magnitude, in their intensity and/or brightness, with 
respect to the existing facilities.  

•  Use the primary and the secondary beams as principal tools of the Gamma Factory 
research programme. 
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Its CERN  framework  

The Gamma Factory initiative was proposed in  (arXiv:1511.07794 [hep-ex]) 
and recently endorsed by the CERN management by creating the Gamma 
Factory study group, embedded within the Physics Beyond Colliders studies 
framework: 

Conveners: J. Jaeckel, M. Lamont, C. Vallee 
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Its CERN framework  
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This group is open to everyone willing to join this initiative! 
  

contact persons:  
Django.Manglunki@cern.ch  and/or Reyes.Alemany.Fernandez@cern.ch, and/or krasny@lpnhe.in2p3.fr 

The Gamma Factory group (as of today): 
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Parameters of the γ-ray sources around the world   

The Gamma Factory goal: achieve comparable fluxes in the MeV domain 
as those in the KeV domain  
(DESY FEL: photons/pulse -- 1011-1013, pulses/second –10-5000 à(1012 – 1017 photons/s)  

 

An intensity jump by several orders of magnitude required !  



The gamma ray source for Gamma Factory  
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PSI 

The idea: replace an electron beam by a beam of Partially Stripped Ions (PSI) 
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Scattering of photons on ultra-relativistic  
hydrogen-like, ions             

Elaser=1Ry (Z2 -Z2/n2)/2γL 
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c τ  
E γ-ray  

E γ-ray  =  Elaser×4γL
2

 /(1+(γLθ)2) 

Note:  (Elaser/mbeam) ×4γL  << 1 
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    νmax
           (4 γL

2)  νi 
                                                        

   γL =E/M - Lorentz factor for the ion beam  

   The tuning of the beam energy (SPS or LHC), the choice of the ion type, 
the number of left electrons and of the laser type allows to tune the γ-ray 

energy at CERN in the energy domain of 100 keV – 400 MeV. 

Example (maximal energy):  
LHC, Pb80+ ion, γL = 2887, n=1à2, λlaser = 104.4 nm, Eγ (max) = 396 MeV 

Partially Stripped Ion beam as  
a light  frequency converter  
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The origin of the γ-beam intensity leap 

(matching the size of the target to the laser wavelength) 

Lab reference frame laser 
light wavelength: 
 λlaser ~ 5 x 10-7 m 

re = 3 x 10-15 m  

Z+ 

e- 

 λrest
 =  λlaser/2 γL -~O(10-10) m 

for  γL = 3000 
  

Ion beam rest frame   

e- 

rBohr = 5 x 10-11 m  
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Numerical example:  λlaser = 1540 nm  

~  9 orders of magnitude difference in the absorption cross-section 

 ~ 7 orders of magnitude increase of gamma fluxes 

The magnitude of the γ-source intensity leap  

Electrons:  
σe = 6.6 x 10-25 cm2

Partially Stripped Ions:  
σres = 5.9 x 10-16 cm2

Electrons:  
 

σe = 8π/3 x re
2 

re -  classical electron radius 
 

Partially Stripped Ions:  

σres = λres
2 /2π

λres -  photon wavelength in 
the ion rest frame  
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Electrons:  
 

Ebeam = 1.5 GeV 
 

Electron fractional energy loss: 
emission of 150 MeV photon: 

Eγ/Ebeam = 0.1  

(electron is lost!) 

Partially stripped ions:  
 

Ebeam = 574 000 GeV  

Electron fractional energy loss: 
emission of 150 MeV photon: 

Eγ/Ebeam = 2.6 x 10-7  

 (ion undisturbed!) 

Example: Pb, hydrogen-like ions,      
stored in LHC γL

 = 2887   

…stable ion beams, even in the regime of multi photon emission per turn!
The source intensity is driven by the power of the storage ring RF cavities!    

A leap in the gamma source efficiency  
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Partially  
stripped 

 ions 

laser 
photons 

γ-rays  

Laser  

LHC/SPS 
filled with 
partially  

stripped ion  
bunches   

  Decay length in the LAB frame c τ ~ γL/Z4 

 below 0.1 mm for  Pb81+(2p)     Pb81+(1s) +γ 

The  γ-ray source scheme for CERN    
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Choosing  the gamma ray’s energy: Eγ = f(Znucl, Zion, γL, λ)
 

Laser: λpartially stripped ion: 

 Znucl, Zion 

ion storage ring and 
ion momentum:  

γL  



The initial accelerator feasibility tests in  2017 and 2018 
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1. Test runs with the  129

54Xe(+39) (P-like) ions in the SPS (2017)  

2. Preparation of the optimal stripping scenario to run the  208
82Pb(+80)  

(He-like) ions in the SPS and in the LHC for the year 2018 ) (2017)  
 
3. Test runs with the 208

82Pb(+54) (Ni-like) and   208
82Pb(+80) (He-like) ions 

in the SPS (2018) 
 
4. Test runs and a short physics run with   208

82Pb(+80) (He-like) ions in the   
LHC (2018)  
 

   LHC run as an electron-proton and photon-proton collider ?  
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Z 

e 

Pb81+(1s) 

p 

…or 

ECM~ 200 GeV 

p 
ECM~ 8.8 TeV 

•  average distance of the electron  
to the large Z nucleus d ~ 600 fm  
(sizably higher than the range of strong  
interactions) 

• both beams have identical bunch structure  
(timing and bunch densities), the same β * ,
 the same beam emittance – the choice  
of collision type can be done exclusively  
by the trigger system (no read-out and  
event reconstruction adjustments necessary) 

• partially stripped ion beams can be  
considered as independent electron and  
nuclear beams as long as  
the incoming proton scatters with 
the momentum transfer q >> 300 KeV  

Cost-less electron-proton and γ-proton collisions in the 
ATLAS, CMS, ALICE and LHCb interaction points  



… and in parallel:      
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•  The design, LOI and a proposal of the Gamma Factory “proof-of-
principle” experiment at the SPS (to be installed in the 2019-2020 
shutdown), including the beam cooling tests? 

 
•  In depth studies of the feasibility and performance studies of the 

Gamma Factory research opportunities in all the applications 
domains (cannot be done without an expertise of the corresponding 
communities: everyone is invited to join the GF evaluation studies)  

  



primary beams:   
•  partially stripped ions 
•  electron beam (for LHC) 
•   gamma rays  
 
secondary beam sources:  
 
 
•   polarised electrons,  
•   polarised positrons  
•   polarised muons  
•   neutrinos 
•   neutrons  
•   vector mesons 
•   radioactive nuclei 18 

Beams and collision schemes  

      γ-γ collisions, 
   ECM = 0.1 – 800 MeV  

    γ-γL collisions,  
 ECM = 1 – 100 keV  

   γ-p(Α), ep(A) collisions,  
ECM = 4 – 200 GeV  

collider schemes:   
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Me 

Mµ

Md Mu 

Energy       byte   

Ms 

Energy range  

Collisions of photons with matter   

ΛQCD

π”GZK”
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•  particle physics (studies of the basic symmetries of the universe, dark  
matter searches, precision QED studies, rare muon decays, neutrino-factory 
physics, precision-support measurements for the LHC - DIS physics,  muon 
collider physics)  

 
•  nuclear physics (confinement phenomena, link between the quark-gluon 

and nucleonic degrees of freedom, photo-fission research program) 
  
•  accelerator physics (beam cooling techniques, low emittance hadronic 

beams, plasma wake field acceleration, high intensity polarized positron and 
muon sources, secondary beams of radioactive ions and neutrons, neutrino-
factory) 

•  atomic physics (electronic and muonic atoms), 
 
•  applied physics (accelerator driven energy sources , cold and warm fusion 

research, isotope production: e.g alpha-emitters for medical applications, …). 



Conclusions  
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The goal of the Gamma Factory initiative is to open novel research 
opportunities in a very broad domain of basic and applied science. 
 
The Gamma Factory research tools involve a high intensity  gamma ray 
source, low emittance PSI beams, and high quality secondary beams of 
polarized positrons, muons, neutrinos, neutrons and radioactive ions.  
 
These beams could  be produced  by  the existing CERN accelerator 
infrastructure --  and thus requiring a “relatively” minor infrastructure 
investments.  
 
The Gamma Factory studies are  in their  initial  phase (the study group 
was created ~ 3 month ago). They will include  both the accelerator 
feasibility tests and a detailed evaluation of the physics potential of the 
Gamma Factory by all communities which could be interested in using 
its tools in their future research. 
 



Extra transparencies  
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Initial estimates of the γ- fluxes for the two concrete 
Gamma Factory scenarios 

Scenario 1 :  
FEL: 104.4 nm,  Pb80+ ion, γL=2887, n=1à2, Eγ 

(max) = 396 MeV, Nmax
γ ~ 6 x 1015[1/s]   

…for the present LHC RF system 

Scenario 2:  
Erbium doped glass laser: 1540 nm, Ar16+ ion, γL=2068, n=1à2, Eγ 

(max) = 13.8 MeV, 
Nmax

γ ~ 3 x 1017 [1/s]  - a jump by 7 orders of magnitude w.r.t. Duke’s Hiγs  

 
Comments:  
1.  N γmax = N ion 

bunch x Nbunches x f [1/s] x RF [MV] x Z / <Eγ [MeV]>. 
2. For scenario 2,  where cτ exited ion = 1.2 cm, the effect of the double photon absorption process, and the 
beam life-time remains to be calculated… if necessary it could be circumvented by using a  pulsed laser 
beam 



Initial estimates of intensities of the secondary 
beam sources 
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•  Polarised electrons and positrons( up to 1017 1/s):  
     potential intensity jump by ~4 orders  of magnitude  w.r.t. SLC  
•  Polarized muons and neutrinos ( up to 1012 1/s and 4x1019 1/year)*, potential 

jump by ~2 orders of magnitude for (µ+), higher for  (µ-) w.r.t. PSI, beams,  
unprecedented quality!     

•  Neutrons (GDR in heavy nuclei: γ + A àA-1 + n ) (up to 1015 1/s) 
     comparable to those the future spallation sources but mono-energetic 
•  radioactive ions (photo-fission:( γ + A àA1 + A2 + neutrons ) ( up to 1014 1/s)  
     potential intensity jump by 3-4 orders of magnitude e.g. w.r.t. ALTO  

*) for the quoted flux of the muons/neutrinos the LHC circumferential voltage would need  
to be increased from the present value of RF=16 MV and/or the number of stored ions (bunch 
population and bunch frequency) would have to be increased by e.g. the factors of 2, 2 and 3. 
The power of the gamma-beam for the quoted fluxes would be of ~2.5 MW.   
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(fully str.) 

D. Manglunki et al. 
CERN's Fixed Target Primary Ion Programme. IPAC’2016. 
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Stripping, accelerating and storing of PSI  
- the BNL experience 
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Target type and thickness optimisation for the  
BNL Au77+ beams (Helium-like Au ion)  

Au+79 

Au+77 

PSI beams were already  
accelerated and stored in  

AGS and in RHIC ! 


